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Abstract

Glioma is the most frequent primary brain tumour of the central nervous system. Its

high aggressiveness and deep‐seated brain lesion make it a great challenge to

develop a non‐invasive, precise and effective treatment approach. Here, we report a

multifunctional theranostic agent that can integrate imaging and therapy into a sin-

gle nano‐platform for imaging‐guided sonodynamic therapy (SDT). The SDT agents

were fabricated by encapsulation of sinoporphyrin sodium (DVDMS) chelating with

manganese ions into nanoliposomes (DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs). DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs are physio-

logically stable and biologically compatible, and they can produce singlet oxygen

upon ultrasound irradiation to kill cancer cells. Both cell and animal studies demon-

strated that SDT with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs can significantly improve the antitumour

growth efficiency even in the presence of skull. In addition, DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs are

good for MR and fluorescence imaging. Thus, DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs reported here may

provide a promising strategy for imaging‐guided modality for glioma treatment.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Glioma is the most common primary malignant brain tumour and

considered one of the most difficult curable tumours because of its

typical characteristics such as rapid proliferation, strong invasiveness

and unsatisfactory prognosis.1-3 The median survival for patients is

only 12‐18 months.4 In clinic practice, surgery is traditionally the ini-

tial definitive treatment option for glioma patients. Although radio-

therapy, chemotherapy or their combination treatments are also

widely used for consolidating the surgical effect, they indeed cause a

range of side effects and seriously lower the quality of the patient's

life due to their non‐selective killing of malignant and normal cells.5,6

Therefore, it is desirable to develop alternative or complementary

glioma treatment modalities for safer and more efficient killing of

tumour cells that may help to extend the patient survival.

To date, massive tumour treatment strategies have emerged,

including photothermal therapy (PTT), photodynamic therapy (PDT),

high intensity‐focused ultrasound (HIFU), radiofrequency ablation

(RFA) and cryoablation.7-9 Most of them exhibit satisfactory efficacy

against various types of tumours and actually some patients are ben-

efiting from them, such as HIFU for uterine fibroids and RFA for

liver cancer.10,11 However, most of these modalities are not so effec-

tive for glioma treatment. An important reason may attribute to the

violent histologic change from these treatments.12,13 These changes

are usually hazardous and disabling for patients because glioma is

seated in the brain, with a huge number of nerve cells around the

tumour. Clinical evidence has shown that heating of brain tissue in

the sonication path resulted in a secondary focus outside the target

causing neurological deficit.12

Photodynamic therapy is a mild treatment strategy, killing tumour

cells through reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated from low‐
intensity laser irradiation on photosensitizers.14 However, light can-

not penetrate the skull, largely limiting its application in glioma treat-

ment. Compared to PDT, sonodynamic therapy (SDT) is another

approach for cancer treatment which uses ultrasound to activate

sonosensitizers to generate ROS to kill cancer cells.15-17 Different

from invasive RFA and cryoablation, ultrasound is featured with non‐
invasiveness and high tissue penetrability, making it possible to reach

and treat deep‐seated tumours, especially for glioma. More impor-

tantly, ultrasound can be focused into the brain in a small volume,

achieving a precise position on tumours.18-21 Although ultrasound

can pass through the skull, it is of great challenge to precisely acti-

vate the sonosensizers accumulated in the glioma for efficient SDT.

Imaging‐guided therapy has provided a new solution to solve this

issue.22-27 The imaging guidance plays unique roles and shows its

intrinsic advantages in cancer treatment, especially for glioma. On

the one hand, it could provide useful information such as size and

location of the tumour, as well as the relationship of the tumour

with surrounding tissues, which can help ultrasound for determining

the irradiation position and scope. On the other hand, it could also

provide the optimal time window for treatment so that the ultra-

sound irradiation could be conducted when the sonosensitizer

reaches the peaked level in the targeted lesion. On this ground, we

herein report a multifunctional theranostic agent that integrates

imaging and therapy functionalities into a single nano‐platform for

highly efficient imaging‐guided SDT. Organic sinoporphyrin sodium

(DVDMS) molecules were initially used as the sonosensitizer since

they have been widely used in PDT and SDT for the therapy of

many human tumours.28-30 Paramagnetic Mn centres were further

anchored into DVDMS molecules (DVDMS‐Mn) by directly chelating

manganese ion (Mn2+) into DVDMS. To improve the delivery effi-

ciency, the multifunctional sonosensitizer DVDMS‐Mn were further

encapsulated into liposomes via a typical thin‐film rehydration

method to fabricate DVDMS‐Mn‐Liposomes (DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs). The
high performance of nanosized DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs for efficient imag-

ing‐guided SDT against glioma has been systematically investigated

and demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Materials

Sinoporphyrin sodium (DVDMS) was provided by Jiangxi Qinglong

Group Co. Ltd (Jiangxi, China). Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

(DPPC) and 1, 2‐Distearoyl‐sn‐glycero‐phosphoethanolamine‐N‐[met‐
hoxy (poly‐ethyleneglycol)‐2000] (DSPE‐PEG2000) were purchased

from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc (Alabaster, AL, USA). Cholesterol, 2′,7′‐
dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCFH‐DA) and 4′,6‐diamidino‐2‐pheny-
lindole (DAPI) were purchased from Sigma‐Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,

USA). Fetal bovine serum (FBS), high glucose DMEM, trypsin‐EDTA

and penicillin‐streptomycin were purchased from Gibco Life Tech-

nologies (Aargau, Switzerland). Cell Counting Kit‐8 (CCK‐8) was pur-

chased from Dojindo Laboratories (Tokyo, Japan). Calcein‐AM and

Propidium iodide (PI) were purchased from Invitrogen (Eugene, Ore-

gon, USA). TdT‐mediated dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) kit was

purchased from Roche Company (Shanghai, China). Anti‐PCNA anti-

body was purchased from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). Anti‐Ki‐67 anti-

body was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc (California,

USA). The U87 human glioma cell line was purchased from the

American Type Culture Collection. Female BALB/c athymic nude

mice were obtained from Beijing Weitonglihua Experimental Animal

Technology Co. Ltd (Beijing, China).

2.2 | Synthesis of DVDMS‐Mn and preparation of
DVDMS‐Mn–LPs

To chelate manganese with DVDMS, manganese chloride (MnCl2)

was added to the DVDMS solution at a molar ratio of 2:1 (MnCl2:

DVDMS) for 1 hour. Excess MnCl2 was removed using a dialysis pro-

cess (MWCO = 1 kD). To prepare DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs, DPPC, Choles-

terol and DSPE‐PEG2000 were dissolved in chloroform in a 55:40:5

molar ratios. The chloroform was removed under a nitrogen flow

until uniform phospholipid films were formed. The phospholipid films

were further dried for over 3 hour under vacuum, followed by

hydration at 65°C with double‐distilled water containing DVDMS‐
Mn solution (DVDMS = 1 mg/mL) to obtain a final total lipid
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concentration of 20 mg/mL. After hydration, the mixed solutions

were sonicated in a bath ultrasonic oscillator until it became pellucid.

To remove the unbound fraction of DVDMS‐Mn, the liposomes were

ultracentrifuged at 100 000 g for 30 minutes at 4°C.

2.3 | Characterization of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs

The resulting DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs were subjected to TEM scanning

(Tecnai G2 F20 S‐Twin; FEI, Hillsboro, OregonState, USA) and AFM

scanning (MFP‐3D‐BIO; Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK) to deter-

mine the particle morphology. The average diameter, zeta potential

and size distribution of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs were determined by

dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer Nano Zeta; Malvern Instrument,

Malvern, UK). The stability of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was assessed by

determining the average diameter, zeta potential and PDI at prede-

termined times. In order to determine their photoproperties,

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs were subjected to the absorption spectra (Lambda

750; PerkinElmer, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and fluorescence

spectrum (PE LS55; PerkinElmer) measurement. To determine encap-

sulation efficiencies (EE) of DVDMS, the free DVDMS in the super-

natant was removed and measured by UV–vis spectrometer at λmax

of 359 nm. The encapsulation efficiencies (EE) of DVDMS were

calculated according to the following formula: EE (%) =

(DVDMStotal − DVDMSfree) / DVDMStotal × 100%. The concentration

of manganese in the DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was measured by inductively

coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP‐AES, OPTIMA

7000DV; PerkinElmer). To explore the possibility of using DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs as a T1‐weighted MR contrast agent, DVDMS‐Mn‐LP solu-

tions with different Mn concentrations ranging from 0.008 to

0.32 mmol/L were scanned under a 3.0 T clinical MR scanner (TIM

TRIO, Siemens, Germany) at room temperature. After acquiring the

T1‐weighted MR images, the signal intensity of each sample was

measured by drawing regions‐of‐interest. By plotting the r1 value (1/

T1) for each sample against the Mn concentration, the final r1 value

for DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was calculated by curve fitting.

2.4 | Detection of ROS in DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs

2′,7′‐dichlorofluorescin diacetate, which was highly sensitive to ROS,

was employed here during the detection process. Samples containing

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs (DVDMS = 1 mg/mL) were mixed with 1 mmol/L

DCFH‐DA, and then irradiated by different U.S. times or U.S. intensi-

ties. The level of ROS was determined by measuring enhanced fluo-

rescence of dichlorofluorescein (DCF; λexcitation = 494 nm and

λemission = 521 nm) using a fluorescence spectrometer (FS920; Edin-

burgh Instruments, Edinburgh, UK).

2.5 | Cellular uptake

The U87 human glioma cells were cultured in high glucose DMEM

with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum, 1% (v/v) penicillin and 1% (v/v)

streptomycin. Cells were incubated in a humidified incubator at 37°C

with 5% CO2. For the cellular uptake experiment, U87 cells

(2 × 105 cells per well) were seeded in 6‐well plates and incubated

overnight, and then incubated with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs or free DVDMS

(DVDMS = 1 μg/mL). After incubation for predetermined time, cells

were rinsed with PBS three times, and fixed with 4% paraformalde-

hyde solution and incubated for 20 minutes each. The nuclear dye

DAPI was used as a control to stain nuclei in the experiment. Images

of cells were acquired using a biological inverted microscope (Olym-

pus IX71, Olympus Corporation, Olympus, Japan). For quantitative

analysis, these cells were harvested and determined by Accuir C6

flow cytometer using CFlow Plus software (BD, Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

2.6 | Biocompatibility assay

U87 cells were cultured in standard cell media. Cells were first

seeded into 96 well plates and then incubated with free DVDMS or

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs with different concentrations for 24 hour. The

standard CCK8 assay was used to determine relative cell viabilities.

2.7 | In vitro cell SDT

Six groups were involved in this study, including the untreated control

group, liposome group (DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs), only ultrasound group (US),

SDT group (DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs with ultrasound irradiation), SDT plus

skull group (SDT + skull), and PDT plus skull group (PDT + skull).

SDT + skull and PDT + skull groups mean that the skull was posi-

tioned in the beam pathway during SDT/PDT treatment (Figure S1).

The ultrasound device composed of ultrasonic electronic generator

(AFG3102; Tektronix, Beaverton, OregonState, USA), amplifier

(AR150A100B RF/microwave instrumentation, E-Tech industrial co.,

Shenzhen, China) and transducer (Valpey Fisher, Shenzhen, China),

was shown in Figure S1A. The unfocused ultrasound transducer (di-

ameter: 3.5 cm, resonance frequency: 0.5 MHz) was fixed at the bot-

tom of water bath. The ultrasound irradiation was performed with the

following parameters: pulse wave, 0.5 MHz transmit frequency, 50%

duty cycle, 100 ms interval time, 10 Hz repetition and 0.5 W/cm2

ultrasound intensity for 5 minutes. The cell culture plate was sus-

pended in the far field of ultrasound transducer (about 10 cm). The

laser device was shown in Figure S1B. A 660 nm laser at a power den-

sity of 0.5 W/cm2 was used to irradiate these samples for 5 minutes.

The whole experiment was conducted in the dark to avoid photo-

toxicity. The SDT effects of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs on U87 cells were veri-

fied using Calcein AM and propidium iodide (PI) co‐staining. U87 cells

(2 × 105 cells per well) were seeded in 6‐well plates and incubated

overnight. Then the cells were incubated with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs
(DVDMS = 20 μg/mL) or PBS for 3 hour. Afterward, the cells of exper-

imental groups were rinsed again with PBS and immersed in 2 mL

fresh culture medium, and subsequently irradiated by ultrasound or

laser with intensity of 0.5 W/cm2 for 5 minutes. After other 6 hour

incubation, cells were stained with calcein‐AM for visualization of live

cells and with PI for visualization of dead/late apoptotic cells. After-

ward, these cells were rinsed again with PBS and were examined by

an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71). For quantitative analysis, the

cell viability was further verified by standard CCK8 assay.
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2.8 | In vitro cellular ROS detection

As for single oxygen detection, the probe reagent (DCFH‐DA) was dis-

solved in DMSO at the concentration of 10 mmol/L, and then diluted

with PBS at the final concentration of 25 μmol/L for experiment use.

U87 cells (1 × 104 cells per well) were seeded in 96‐well plates and

incubated overnight. Then the cells were incubated with DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs (DVDMS = 20 μg/mL) or PBS. After being incubated for 3 hour,

the cells were washed and treated with the prepared probe solution

for 1 hour. Subsequently, the probe solution was removed and the

cells were treated as stated above. Single oxygen radicals were imme-

diately measured using a multimode plate reader at the excitation

wavelength of 490 nm and emission wavelength of 521 nm.

2.9 | Animals and tumour model

Animals received care in accordance with the Guidance Suggestions

for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. The procedures were

approved by Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, Chinese

Academy of Sciences Animal Care and Use Committee. Six‐to‐eight‐
week‐old female BALB/c athymic nude mice were maintained under

aseptic conditions in a small animal isolator and were housed in stan-

dard cages at 12 hour/12 hour light/dark cycle with free access to food

and water. All animals were acclimated to the animal facility for at least

3 days before experimentation. All possible parameters that may cause

social stress, like group size, type (treated and non‐treated), etc., among

the experimental animals were carefully monitored and avoided.

Tumour models were established by subcutaneous injection of 5 × 106

U87 cells into the right flank of each mouse. Animals were observed

daily for any behavioural abnormalities and weighed every 3 days.

Tumour‐bearing mice were used when the volume of tumours reached

to 100 mm3. BALB/C athymic nude mice orthotopic glioma models

were established as follows. Animals were anesthetized intraperi-

toneally with chloral hydrate (40 mg/kg). After being immobilized in a

stereotaxic apparatus (RWD68003; RWD Life Science Co, Shenzhen,

China), the dorsal surface of the skull was sterilized with an iodine

swab. A linear skin incision was placed over the bregma and a burr

hole was drilled into the skull approximately 1.8 mm lateral and 1 mm

posterior to the bregma. A 25 μL gas‐tight syringe was used to inject

5 × 105 U87 cells suspended in 5 μL DMEM into the right frontal lobe

at a depth of 3.5 mm relative to the dural surface of the brain. The cell

suspension was slowly injected over 10 minutes. And then, the needle

was slowly retracted over an additional 5 minutes. The wound was

rinsed with 0.9% NaCl solution and the burr hole occluded with sterile

bone wax to prevent leakage of the cerebrospinal fluid. The skin was

then closed with absorbable sutures and the mice were allowed to

recover from anaesthesia under observation. Each animal was given a

one‐time dose by IP administration of antibiotics. MR images of the

brain were acquired 7 days following implantation.

2.10 | In vivo imaging

For in vivo imaging, mice with subcutaneous tumours and orthotopic

glioma were used as the animal model. The fluorescence (FL) imaging

experiments were performed when tumours grow to the right size.

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs or free DVDMS (DVDMS = 10 mg/kg) were intra-

venously (i.v.) injected into mice (n = 3), and fluorescence (FL) images

were acquired on IVIS Spectrum Software (PerkinElmer) using a

430 nm excitation wavelength and a 680 nm filter at different time

points. All mice were euthanized after the 24 hour imaging. Tumours

as well as major organs were collected and subjected to ex vivo

imaging. MRI imaging experiments were performed using a 3.0 T

clinical MR scanner (TIM TRIO) with a small animal coil. After acquir-

ing T1‐weighted MR images, the signal intensity was measured

within a manually drawn region of interest for each mouse. The

results were processed with intensity normalization and histogram

matching.

2.11 | In vivo SDT

Thirty mice‐bearing subcutaneous tumours were randomly divided

into six groups as in vitro. The control group received no treatment,

and the liposome group was intravenously injected DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs
(DVDMS = 10 mg/kg) into mice. The U.S. group was irradiated by

ultrasound with intensity of 1.5 W/cm2 for 10 minutes. The SDT

group was treated intravenously with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs and ultrasound

of 1.5 W/cm2 for 10 minutes, while the mice of SDT plus skull and

PDT plus skull groups were treated with SDT/PDT when the skull was

covered on the subcutaneous tumour. The ultrasound or laser irradia-

tion with intensity of 1.5 W/cm2 for 10 minutes was applied at 6 hour

after the injection of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs into mice. The tumour sizes

and body weights were examined every 3 days for 30 days. Mice with

tumour sizes over 1000 cm3 would be euthanatized according to ani-

mal protocol. The tumour volume was estimated using the formula,

tumour volume = length × (width)2/2. The volume of tumour was

evaluated by normalizing the measured values. In order to further ver-

ify the anti‐tumour effects of SDT, 18 mice bearing orthotopic glioma

were randomly divided into three groups: the control group, the SDT

group and the PDT group. The treatment strategies of each group

were the same as subcutaneous tumour. MRI images of the brain

were acquired at different times to monitor tumour growth. Animals

were followed until death, up to 33 days. Total survival times from

tumour implantation until death were recorded.

2.12 | Histological analysis

After therapy, the mice were sacrificed by standard decapitation,

and the tumours and major organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung and kid-

ney) were harvested, fixed with 10% formalin and embedded in

paraffin. 7‐μm sections were cut with a paraffin slicing machine, fol-

lowed by staining with hematoxylin‐eosin (H&E) dyes. Tumour apop-

tosis was assessed by TUNEL assay according to the product

instruction. Tumor proliferation potential was also assessed by

immunohistochemistry staining through detecting the expression

level of PCNA and Ki67, which were representative markers of

tumour cell proliferation. The images were acquired on a biological

inverted microscope (Olympus IX71).
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2.13 | Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS version 19.0. All of the

data represent mean values ± standard deviation of independent

measurements. Statistical analysis was performed with a one way

ANOVA. Differences were considered significant at *P < 0.05 and

very significant at **P < 0.01.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Synthesis and characterization of DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs

As shown in Figure 1A presented the synthesis process of DVDMS‐
Mn by chelating MnCl2 to DVDMS. Inductively coupled plasma

atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP‐AES) measurement revealed that

the chelation of Mn2+ with DVDMS occurred at a molar ratio of

1.6:1 after removal of unbound Mn2+ through dialysis. Then,

DVDMS‐Mn was encapsulated into liposomes by thin‐film rehydra-

tion method, resulting in DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs as shown in Figure 1B.

The encapsulation for these DVDMS‐Mn into the liposomes will

produce the nanoparticles with the size about 100 nm, which favour

their enrichment in the tumours. Also, it will decrease the potential

cytotoxicity of DVDMS‐Mn. Transmission electron microscopy

revealed that the resulting DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs exhibited a well‐defined
spherical morphology and homogeneous distribution (Figure 2A).

Meanwhile, atomic force microscope showed that the size of

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was about 100 nm and the thickness was about

30 nm (Figures 2B and S2). Similar particle size was also obtained by

dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement (Figure 2C). The average

diameter of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was 85.15 ± 2.14 nm with a polydis-

persity index (PDI) of 0.21 ± 0.019. Quantitative analysis revealed

about 65.56 ± 1.47% DVDMS‐Mn was encapsulated into these

nanoparticles. It was found that DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs had excellent sta-

bility, showing almost constant diameter size and polydispersity

index for 4 weeks in PBS (Figure 2D). Figure 2E presented the opti-

cal absorption spectra of free DVDMS, DVDMS‐Mn and DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs. All of them exhibited strong Soret absorption at 359 nm,

and Q‐bands between 500 and 600 nm. Fluorescence spectra had

shown that the fluorescence emission peaks from DVDMS at 618

and 680 nm were shifted to 634 and 701 nm in DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs
(Figure 2F). The fluorescence intensities progressively increased with

F IGURE 1 Preparation of DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs and mechanisms of sonodynamic
therapy (SDT) with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs. A,
Schematic diagram of synthesis of
DVDMS‐Mn. B, Schematic diagram of
synthesis of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs. C, The
scheme of SDT of glioma seated into the
brain and its mechanism to induce tumour
cell apoptosis. DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs can be up
taken by the tumour cells. Upon receiving
US, DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs in the tumour cells
would receive the US energy and be
activated from a ground‐state into an
excited state. When the excited‐stated
DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs return to the ground‐
stated, the energy could be released; O2

can absorb the released energy and change
into 1O2. The

1O2 would cause the
apoptosis and necrosis of tumour cells
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the elevated concentrations of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs from 20 to 160 μg/

mL, showing a good linear variation for the fluorescence of DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs (Figure 3A,B). Figure 3C showed T1‐weighted MR images

with the incremental signal intensity in the range of Mn2+ or Gd3+

ion (Magnevist) concentrations from 0.008 to 0.32 mmol/L. The T1

relativity coefficient (r1) value for DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was 17.02 per

mmol/L per seconds, which was about 4‐fold higher than that of the

clinical approved Magnevist with 4.25 per mmol/L per seconds (Fig-

ure 3D). The singlet oxygen (1O2) could be generated from DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs dependent on U.S. time and intensity (Figure 4).

F IGURE 2 The characterization of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs. A, TEM image of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs (Scale bar: 200 nm). B, AFM image of DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs. C, Size distribution of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs by dynamic light scattering. D, Stability of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs, which were assessed by determining
the average diameter and zeta potential at predetermined times. E, UV–vis absorption spectra of free DVDMS, DVDMS‐Mn and DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs. F, Fluorescence spectra of free DVDMS and DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs

F IGURE 3 Imaging effects of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs in vitro. A, Fluorescence images of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs at different DVDMS concentrations. B,
Fluorescence intensity of (A). The fluorescence intensity was recorded as photons per second per centimetre squared per steradian (p/s/cm2/sr).
Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation of three independent experiments. C, T1‐weighted MR images of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs and
Magnevist at different Mn or Gd concentrations. D, T1 relaxation rate of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs and Magnevist measured at different Mn2+ or Gd3+

concentrations. DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs showed about four times higher than that of Magnevist, a clinically used agent
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3.2 | Cellular uptake and in vitro SDT

The cell uptake behaviour of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs was investigated on

U87 cancer cells through fluorescence microscopy and flow cytome-

try. As shown in Figure 5A,B, the fluorescence intensities of cells

received with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs, similar with free DVDMS, gradually

enhanced and achieved a peak at 12 hour. Biocompatibility assay by

the CCK‐8 protocol revealed that DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs without ultra-

sound irradiation exhibited a significantly lower cytotoxicity to U87

cells than that of free DVDMS at various tested concentrations

(>1 μg/mL; Figure 5C).

To determine the therapeutic effect of SDT assisted by DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs, U87 cells were incubated with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs for 3 hour,

followed by ultrasound irradiation. The staining results by Calcein

AM for the live cells and propidium iodide for the dead cells were

shown in Figure 6A. Obviously, most of U87 cells receiving with

either DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs or only ultrasound treatment displayed green

fluorescence, indicating that both treatments could not kill cancer

cells. In contrast, DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs plus ultrasound treatment dis-

played significant cell death (red fluorescence). Addition of a mouse

skull on the beam path did not significantly decrease the SDT effect

of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs plus ultrasound, but really decreased the PDT

effect of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs. The cell viability was quantitatively

assessed by CCK‐8 kit, revealing that incubation with DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs or only ultrasound irradiation treatment could only induce small

partial cell death, with 86.54 ± 2.67% or 83.76 ± 6.48% cell viability,

respectively. In marked contrast, the combination treatments, regard-

less of the SDT and SDT plus skull, were found to be highly effec-

tive in destructing cancer cells, resulting in 54.82 ± 8.55% or

64.91 ± 11.02% cell viability, respectively. As expected, the PDT

plus skull group showed 85.95 ± 5.60% cell viability (Figure 6B). The

levels of intracellular ROS detected by ROS probe further revealed

the cytotoxicity mechanism of SDT. As shown in Figure 6C, the

tumour cells treated with SDT caused a significantly increased level

of ROS, with 1.98‐fold, 2.15‐fold and 2.65‐fold higher than that of

the tumour cells treated with only DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs, only ultrasound

and PBS control, respectively. Comparatively, the treatment with

PDT plus skull produced much less ROS than that of SDT plus skull.

3.3 | Dual‐modal imaging in vivo

The cross‐section T1‐weighted MR images were acquired at different

time intervals after intravenous injection of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs into

subcutaneous tumour‐bearing mice (Figure 7A). The brighter T1 MR

signals in the tumour appeared at the third hour and gradually

reached the plateau after 6 hour (Figure 7B). The in vivo T1‐
weighted MR imaging of orthotopic glioma‐bearing mice was also

carried out. The T1 signals of tumour on mice strengthened with the

increase in time interval, and reached a peak after 3 hour injection

of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs (Figure S3).

In vivo fluorescence imaging was performed on IVIS Spectrum

system using a 430 nm excitation wavelength and a 680 nm filter at

different time points after injection of free DVDMS or DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs. As shown in Figure S4A, free DVDMS showed a relatively weak

fluorescence in orthotopic glioma. After 24 hour post‐injection,
almost no fluorescence signal in the brain was observed. Compara-

tively, after intravenous injection of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs, the fluores-

cence signal of orthotopic glioma could be clearly distinguished from

surrounding normal tissue after 3 hour post‐injection, and main-

tained at this level till 12 hour (Figure S4). Those mice were then

sacrificed at 24 hour intravenous injection, with major organs taken

for ex vivo fluorescent imaging. The biodistribution of nanoparticles

F IGURE 4 The ROS generation of
DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs under US irradiation. A,
Fluorescence emission spectra of DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs in DCFH‐DA solution with
different US irradiation time. B, The
fluorescence intensity changes of DCFH‐
DA at 521 nm with the increase of US
irradiation time. C, Fluorescence emission
spectra of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs in DCFH‐DA
solution with different US irradiation
intensities. D, The fluorescence intensity
changes of DCFH‐DA at 521 nm with the
increase of US irradiation intensity. DCFH‐
DA, 2′,7′‐dichlorofluorescin diacetate; ROS,
reactive oxygen species
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was mainly located in the liver, lung and tumour. By comparison, the

fluorescence signal intensity of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs accumulated in

tumour was stronger than that of free DVDMS (Figure 7C,D).

3.4 | Imaging‐guided in vivo SDT

The SDT effect in vivo was shown in Figure 7E,F, for tumours

receiving DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs or PDT plus skull treatments, their

growths were not obviously inhibited, almost the same as the

untreated control. Only ultrasound treatment produced partial

tumour growth inhibition. Importantly, both the SDT treatment and

SDT plus skull treatment with the assistance of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs
could inhibit the growth of tumours. No significant difference of the

therapeutic efficacies was found between the SDT and SDT plus

skull groups. A significantly longer survival period was also observed

for the groups treated with SDT and SDT plus skull than that of the

other groups (P < 0.01). Moreover, neither obvious body weight loss

nor pathological damage was found in the six groups of mice (Fig-

ures S5 and S6), indicating no significant acute toxicity for the thera-

nostic agent.

To further examine the treatment efficacy against orthotopic

glioma, DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs were intravenously administrated to the

orthotopic glioma mouse model followed by SDT process. The

experimental scheme over time was shown in Figure 8A and the

experimental setting was setup as Figure 8B. The growth of ortho-

topic glioma received SDT was obviously inhibited and the survival

time of tumour‐bearing mice was significantly extended in compar-

ison with PDT (Figure 8C,D).

Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining and terminal deoxynu-

cleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) assays were

utilized to examine the morphology and apoptosis of tumour cells. In

terms of the control, DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs and PDT plus skull groups,

the tumour cells still retained their normal morphology with apparent

membrane and nuclear structure, but the tumour in the SDT and

SDT plus skull groups showed apparent necrosis. Compared with

PDT, SDT, and SDT plus skull groups showed much more apoptotic

cancer cells. Immunohistochemistry staining assay demonstrated that

PCNA and Ki67 were highly expressed in the control, DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs and PDT plus skull groups, but significantly decreased in the

SDT and SDT plus skull groups (Figure S7).

4 | DISCUSSION

Since porphyrin and its derivatives can capture metal ions as chelat-

ing molecules,26,31,32 we speculated that DVDMS, a porphyrin‐based
photosensitizer, could form a chelate with manganese‐II (Mn2+),

which confirmed by ICP‐AES measurement. To improve the stability

F IGURE 5 Cell uptake and cytotoxicity of free DVDMS and DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs. A, Fluorescence images displayed cellular uptake of free
DVDMS and DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs after 3, 12 or 24 h incubation. Blue represented the fluorescence of DAPI and red represented the fluorescence
of DVDMS (Scale bar: 20 μm). B, Geometric mean fluorescence intensity of free DVDMS and DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs from flow cytometric analysis
at different incubation times (n = 3). C, Relative viability of U87 cells incubated with different concentrations of free DVDMS or DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs for 24 h. Cell viability was measured by the standard CCK8 assay. The data were shown as mean ± SD; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. CCK8, Cell
Counting Kit 8; DAPI, 4′,6‐diamidino‐2‐phenylindole
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and biocompatibility, DVDMS‐Mn was encapsulated into liposomes

by thin‐film rehydration method (Figure 1A,B). Encapsulation of

DVDMS‐Mn into lipids would help them accumulate into glioma due

to the leaky endothelium in the tumour vasculature.33 It is important

since ultrasound need to penetrate through the skull to activate

these sonosensizers from ground state to excited state, by which

ultrasound energy is transmitted to O2 and generate 1O2 to induce

tumour cell apoptosis (Figure 1C). Figure 2 had shown that DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs are physiologically stable and biologically compatible. A red‐
shifted absorption peak could be observed in the DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs,
suggesting successful loading of DVDMS‐Mn into the nanoparticles

(Figure 2E,F). The red‐shift of the absorption peak may be attributed

to the formation of porphyrin aggregates and the possible interac-

tion of the two sterically hindered porphyrin rings in DVDMS.24

The optical and T1 relaxation properties of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs hold

promises for dual‐mode contrast agent for fluorescence and MR imaging

of tumours (Figure 3). In fact, abundant macromolecules and nanoparti-

cles have been used as platforms for manganese loading, resulting in

improved r1 value of chelated Mn2+ (generally between 5 and 30 per

mmol/L per seconds).27,34-37 In our study, the r1 value for DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs was about 4‐fold higher than that of the clinical approved Magnevist

due to increased local concentration of Mn2+ and lowered molecular

tumbling rate in those nanocarrier systems.34-37 Given that the genera-

tion of ROS plays an important role in SDT of tumour treatment, the

potential of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs to generate ROS was determined using 2′,
7′‐dichlorofluorescin diacetate as a typical probe.23,8 The probe will be

deacetylated by cellular esterases to non‐fluorescent 2′,7′‐Dichlorodihy-

drofluorescin (DCFH), which is rapidly oxidized to highly fluorescent

2′,7′‐Dichlorodihydrofluorescein (DCF) by ROS. These results clearly

revealed that the DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs could act as an effective SDT

sonosensitizer for the generation of toxic ROS (Figure 4).

The low cytotoxicity is especially important for a SDT agent to

guarantee its biological safety when it is intravenously injected into

animal or human body before receiving ultrasound irradiation. Addi-

tionally, the previous reports have shown that free DVDMS had

obvious cytotoxicity to some cells, even if at lower concentrations

(0.5 μg/mL).24,29 Our study provides a safer DVDMS formulation

which has no obvious cell damage below 20 μg/mL DVDMS concen-

tration before they receive laser or ultrasound irradiation (Figure 5).

Although a large amount of literatures available suggested that PDT

has promising applications in superficial tumours, our results imply

that PDT is much less effective in the treatment of tumours seated

in deep tissues while SDT is featured with high efficiency for solving

this critical issue, especially in the treatment of brain tumours.

F IGURE 6 In vitro SDT of tumor cells.
A, Fluorescence images of U87 cells after
different treatments. Viable cells were
stained green with calcein‐AM, and dead/
later apoptosis cells were stained red with
PI. The concentration of DVDMS = 20 μg/
mL. LPs stand for DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs. SDT:
Cells were treated with DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs
and received with ultrasound irradiation.
PDT: Cells were treated with DVDMS‐Mn‐
LPs and received with laser irradiation
(Scale bar: 100 μm). B, Quantitative
evaluation of cell survivals of each group.
C, The singlet oxygen levels of U87 cells,
showing significantly higher level of SDT
plus skull group than PDT plus skull group.
The data were shown as mean ± SD;
*P < 0.05. PDT, photodynamic therapy;
SDT, sonodynamic therapy
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F IGURE 7 In vivo SDT of U87
subcutaneous tumour. A, In vivo MR
imaging of subcutaneous tumour‐bearing
mice taken at different time points post i.v.
injection of DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs at the same
dose (DVDMS = 10 mg/kg). B, The
quantification of average T1 MR signals
(Contrast‐to‐Noise ratio, CNR) in the
tumour at different post‐injection time. C,
Ex‐vivo fluorescence images of major
organs and tumours were obtained at 24 h
post‐injection of free DVDMS or DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs. D, The quantitative analysis of
fluorescence intensity for these organs and
tumours, revealing higher signal intensity in
the tumour of mice received with DVDMS‐
Mn‐LPs than that of received with free
DVDMS. E, Tumour growth curves of U87
tumour‐bearing mice from different
treatments. F, Survival rates of mice of
these tumour‐bearing mice after different
treatments. The data were shown as
mean ± SD; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. SDT,
sonodynamic therapy

F IGURE 8 In vivo SDT of orthotopic
glioma. A, Flow chart of SDT procedure for
orthotopic glioma. B, Schematic diagram of
the insonation device in vivo. C, MR
images of different groups of orthotopic
U87 tumours at different times. D, Survival
rates of orthotopic tumour‐bearing mice
after different treatments. SDT,
sonodynamic therapy
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Because low frequency ultrasound has a strong penetrability through

the mouse skull and focus into the brain in a small volume, achieving

a precise position on tumours.18-21

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs not only could be used as dual‐modal contrast

agents for MRI and fluorescence imaging in vitro but also in vivo.

Free DVDMS could be quickly excreted with a low tumor accumula-

tion amount, but DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs accumulated in tumour effectively

(Figure 7). The reasons may be attributable to the passive tumour tar-

geting by enhanced permeability and retention effect. In fact, the pre-

vious reports had demonstrated that nanoparticles could permeate

into brain tumours due to the destruction of blood brain barrier.39,40

All these results showed that the DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs successfully inte-

grated two imaging modalities into a single nanoscale system, which

provided the basis for further imaging‐guided treatment experiments.

With the assistance of imaging guidance, the ultrasound beam

could be precisely and flexibly positioned to the whole tumour. Both

the SDT treatment and SDT plus skull treatment could inhibit the

growth of tumours, supported that SDT but not PDT has greater anti‐
tumour efficacy for glioma treatment. The SDT and SDT plus skull

groups had no significant difference of the therapeutic efficacies, sug-

gesting that the low frequency ultrasound has a strong penetrability

through the mouse skull. All these results indicate that the SDT with

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs is a safe and effective glioma treatment technique.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have successfully developed, for the first time, a

multifunctional theranostic nano‐sonosensitizers (DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs)
for highly efficient imaging‐guided SDT against glioma, as systemati-

cally demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo. The DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs
nanosensitizers fully integrate the specific advantages of porphyrin‐
based organic sonosensitizers for efficient SDT and Mn2+ chelating

for contrast‐enhanced T1‐weighted MR imaging based on metallo-

porphyrin chemistry. The r1 relaxivity of the DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs has

been found to be 4 times higher than that of traditional clinical‐used
and Gd‐based Magnevist, providing the potential application value

for imaging‐guided SDT. SDT assisted by DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs signifi-

cantly enhanced the anticancer effect than that of PDT with

DVDMS‐Mn‐LPs in the presence of skull because of the high tissue‐
penetrating capability of ultrasound as the irradiation source. This

nanoparticle‐assisted SDT modality on combating cancer paves a

totally new way for the glioma treatment by breaking the depth sha-

dow of traditional photoactivation (PDT) based on the unique char-

acteristics of SDT with non‐invasiveness and high penetrability.
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